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Art. XXXYII.— The Cretaceous Formations of Mexico and
their Relations to North American Geographic Develop-

ment ; by Kobert T. Hill.

Mexican geology has been little studied in the light of the

broader problems of continental development. In this paper

it is proposed to present a few facts in its Mesozoic history

which bear upon this relation and are based upon fragmentary
literature and upon the observations of the author.

Mexico is a southern geographic continuation of the Cordil-

leran region of the United States. It consists of an interior

plateau or basin enclosed upon the coastal sides by groups of

marginal Sierras which are comparable to, although not geneti-

cally identical with, the Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada
systems of our own country. These are known as the Sierra

Madre of the east and the Sierra Madre of the west respec-

tively ; they unite into a common mass and terminate near the

longitude of the City of Mexico. The profile of the southern
union of the Cordilleras was the origin of the popular con-

ception that the interior of Mexico is a great plateau ; as seve-

ral writers maintain, it is, really, an intra-mountain basin

region between the crests of the Sierras, analogous to and
continuous with the Great Basin of our own southern border.

The present coastal plains of Mexico are but slightly devel-

oped and will not be discussed here.

The geological formations of Mexico may be classified in

four general groups: 1. The Pre- Cretaceous rocks which were
more or less completely buried beneath the earlier Cretaceous
sedimentation and except possibly in Sonora are now only
slightly exposed by the erosion of the later formations. 2,

The two Cretaceous marine formations which constitute the

prevailing sedimentary rocks of all the mountain structure.

3. The Post-Cretaceous eruptives which occur in associations

with the Cretaceous formations in the mountain structure.

4. The detrital fresh water deposits which cover the intra-

mountain plains and valleys. Of these the events connected
with the Cretaceous and early Eocene history of Mexico are

the most important.

Two contributions have lately been published upon the
occurrence and relations of the Cretaceous formation in Mexico,
both of which were founded upon personal observations by
the writers in the southern half of the Republic. They differ

widely in their conclusions, however, and show that their

authors were not entirely familiar with the sequence of the
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American Cretaceous beds so harmoniously developed in

northern Mexico and in the Texas region. The first of these

papers is the excellent monograph by Drs. Felix and Lenk,
and summarizes the occurrence of the Cretaceous formation

in Mexico as follows :* " The Cretaceous formation in Mexico
is divided into two parts. 1. The Upper part (the ' Hip-
purite ' limestone) is characterized by many Hippurites and
Padiolite-like forms and numerous ISIerineas. This is princi-

pally thick light gray sometimes flinty limestone. 2. Below
this (they note no break) are light blue-gray sometimes black

limestones with local intercalations of marly layers," which we
shall hereafter allude to as the Monoplenra beds of Tehuacan.
The uppermost of these formations or 'Hippurites' limestone

they do not describe at length, but passingly refer it to the

Upper Cretaceous. The lower or Monopleura beds of Tehua-
can, they refer to the Neocomian.
The second paper is by Prof. Angelo Heilprinf of Phila-

delphia, who, without giving any distinct subdivision or strati-

graphic details recognizes only the Hippurites limestone and
opposes the careful determination of the JNeocomian by Felix

and Lenk by saying :
" No unequivocal deposits of Lower

Cretaceous age—as equivalent of the Gault, Neocomfan, etc.,

have yet been discovered in the Republic ; the Mexico deposits

represent a horizon not lower than the Cenomanian while the

great bulk of the formation is of Turonian and Cenomanian
age.";};

The diverse conclusions of these two papers can be explained,

as I ascertained in Mexico, upon the ground that neither saw
the regions of the full occurrence of the Cretaceous formations

of Mexico or the sequence and relations of their divisions.

At most they describe only two of the many horizons in the

great sequence of the Lower Cretaceous beds while the equally

important but distinct Upper Cretaceous formation or Meek
and Hayden series entirely escaped their observation.

* Beitrage zur Geologie unci Paleontologie der Republik Mexico, von Dr. J.

Felix unci Dr. H. Lenk: in two parts, Part I, Leipzig, 1890
;
Part III, Stuttgart,

1891 (Part II not published).

\ The Geology and Paleontology of the Cretaceous Deposits of Mexico, by
Prof. Angelo Heilprin, Proc. Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, 1890,

pp. 445-469.

\ Prof. Heilprin also concludes that " No true Lower Cretaceous deposits exist

or have so far been identified in either Arkansas or Texas, the Lower Cretaceous,

so-called (Comanche Series, etc.) being not older than the Cenomanian (Middle or

Upper Cretaceous)." I cannot here discuss this conclusion of Prof. Heilprin's

concerning a region he had not seen and with whose unpublished paleontology

his writings show unfamiliarity. While the upper part of the Comanche Series is

undoubtedly of Middle Cretaceous affinities he seems unacquainted with the exist-

ence of the Lower Trinity division with its G-len Rose fauna of Neocomian mol-

lusks and Potomac, or Wealden, plants.
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The Lower Cretaceous Formation.

The Mountain Limestone.—The most common and striking

material in the composition of the Mexican mountains is the

firm stratified limestone which, with the eruptive rocks, forms
the chief mass of all the Sierras. It constitutes the prevalent

sedimentary rock of nearly all the mountains and in the south-

ern States extends in intermittent patches from ocean to ocean.

Its strata produce the peculiar scenic effects of the mountain
topography and its products are the principal material of

the later Basin deposits. Lithologically the lime stone consists

of blue and grey, sometimes nearly black, beds of great hard-

ness and density, and indistinguishable lithologically from the

Paleozoic limestones of the Silurian and Carboniferous forma-
tions of the European and Appalachian regions to which they
have frequently been referred from this resemblance.*
The strata vary in thickness from a few inches to a hundred

feet. They are so broken and distorted by the mountain
structure (fig. 1) and disconnected by the concealment of the

Example of folding of Comanche limestone in Eastern Cordilleras.—Section

northwest of Monterey.

basin deposits that it is impossible to give an idea of their total

thickness or to obtain a complete section of the series in any
one locality. In the eastern Sierra Madre in the valley of

Miquehuana where the base of the series was studied by Mr.
McGee and the writer, twenty thousand feet of the limestone
could be seen in succession in the continuous strata between
that point and the Hacienda El Carmen to the westward, all of

which was only the lower portion of the great formation.
This enormous thickness of the mountain limestone is further
indicated by the frequent sections of 5000 feet of portions of
the formations often visible in the tilted mountain fronts.

Even at the Rio Grande near Presidio del Norte the same lime-

stones as shown by White, attain a thickness of at least 4000
feet.-f- The persistent characteristics of this limestone with

* The details cannot be given here of the innumerable references of the Cre-
taceous mountain limestone to Paleozoic age. Nearly always it was mistaken for
Silurian or Carboniferous by mining engineers, and early writers on the country.
With the exception of certain localities in Sonora given hj R. Remond, it is ex-
ceedingly doubtful if there are any limestones in Mexico of Paleozoic age,

f This Journal, xxxviii, p. 440, 1 889.
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abundant paleontologic evidence show that it all represents the

same great geological formation of Lower Cretaceous age
instead of Upper Cretaceous and Paleozoic age, as frequently-

asserted, and that it is the southern continuation of the greatly

altered, thickened and folded beds of the more chalky lime-

stones of the Comanche Series of the Texan region.

The latter can be continuously traced from the region of

their typical occurrence in the sub-coastal plains of central

Texas to the mountains west of the Pecos (notably the Quit-

man mountains) where they are intensely folded and altered

from their white chalky aspect into the firm blue limestones

above mentioned. This limestone becomes the characteristic

mountain rock from Trans-Pecos Texas southward into Mexico
where they have been seen by the writer in the mountains
in the States of Coahuila, Chihuahua, Kueva Leon, Tamau-
lipas and San Luis. From the writings of many authors the

wide extent of the " Hippurite limestone," as it is called by
Heilprin, can be traced over the States of Sonora, Coahuila,

Nuevo Leon, San Luis Potosi, Hidalgo, Yera Cruz, Puebla,

Mexico, Morelos, Guerro, Jalisco, Queretero, Colima, Aguas
Calientes, and Mihoacan, which with the northern border
States previously mentioned and Trans-Pecos, Texas, makes
its distribution very general over the Republic of Mexico.
Prom the abundant paleontologic evidence there is no doubt
but the outcrops in northern Mexico are identical with similar

masses described in the southern end of the plateau region by
Barcena, Castillo, Yirdet, Heilprin, and Felix and Lenk.
Owing to the great alteration the limestone has undergone

the fossils, with the exception of a few genera, are usually

much obliterated or converted into masses of calcite, but in

most cases the form of some familiar Gryphaea, Exogyra,
ISTerinea, or Pudistes of the Comanche series can be deter-

mined. This alteration of the chalky Cretaceous rocks of

Texas into the Paleozoic-looking limestone of northern Mexico
was first noted in this Journal by Kimball* who called atten-

tion to the fact that the mountain limestones of northern

Chihuahua were of Cretaceous instead of Paleozoic age as had
been asserted by Wislizenus,f and others.

Subdivisions.—Notwithstanding the wide distribution of

this formation throughout Mexico no detailed section of it has

been presented and no attempt made to define its subdivisions

with the exception of the recognition by Felix and Lenk of

the two horizons: the "Hippurites" limestone and Mono-
pleura (Tehuacan) beds above mentioned ; while the latter

* Notes on the Geology of Western Texas and of Chihuahua, Mexico. This

JourDal, Nov., 1869.

f Quoted by Kimball.
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division has escaped the observation of the other writers. Not
only has the mountain limestone of Mexico these two subdi-

visions but I have found all the broader divisions of the Co-

manche Series represented in it.

The so-called "Hippurites limestone," however, may be

accepted as a datum from which to trace the sequence of the

overlying and the underlying horizons as shown in the table

on page 824. Heilprin and other writers describe its charac-

teristic fossils as consisting of the " Hippurites," Radiolites,

and Nerineas—genera which do not range higher in the Co-
manche Series than the Caprina limestone of Shumard with
which horizon the Mexican " Hippurites" limestone is largely

identical.

The Tehuacan or Monopleura beds which Felix and Lenk
show underlying the "Hippurites" limestone in Puebla are a

distinct lower horizon of the Comanche series to which the

writer has recently called attention in the Texas region under
the name of the Glen Hose beds of the Trinity division. *

From the lower bed they report twenty-eight genera of inver-

tebrates (forty-six species) characterized by the corals. Pleu-

rocenia, Cladophyllia and Astrocenia ; a single echinoderm
(Cyphosoma) and the Mollusca : Monopleura, Nerinea, and
Tylostomas of the Natica pedernalis type. All these genera
are abundantly found in the Texas Cretaceous and with the

exception of Cyphosoma only in the Fredricksburg and Trin-

ity or lower divisions of the Comanche Series and are its

characteristic distinguishing forms. In both Texas and Mexico
they occur below the "Hippurites" or Caprina limestone, as

described in Mexico by Felix and Lenk, and under similar

stratigraphic conditions except that in Mexico the limestones

have been more altered by mountain movements. The mol-
luscan genera are all strongly characteristic of the Neocomian
of Spain and Portugal. These Monopleura beds are near but

not quite at the base of the Mexican Cretaceous ; northward
they outcrop in several places. The writer has seen them ten

miles east of Bustamente, in Nuevo Leon, on the Tropic of

Cancer, and in the Santa Rosa mountain mass of Coahuila.

]STear the first mentioned locality about ten miles to the north-

east in the valley of Miquehuana they are underlain by a series

of still lower beds between which there is no stratigraphic

demarcation. These lower beds consist of alternating strata

of arenaceous calcareous clays becoming pack sands with
quartz pebbles towards their base and rest unconformably upon
the early Mesozoic red beds. These basement strata of the

Comanche Series in Mexico strongly resemble in composition,

* The Comanche Series of the Texas Arkansas Region, Bull. Geological Society
of America, vol. ii, pp. 503-528.
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arrangement and littoral characters the Trinity beds of the

Comanche Series in Texas, but contain one genus, Rhyncho-
nella, and many different species including several described by
Felix and Lenk from southwest of Tlaxioco including Iloplites

tenochii, H. neocomensis D'Orb., Tylostoma princeps White,
and a large Terebratula very much resembling the form figured

as Inoceramus montezumi by Felix.

Similar basement beds of the mountain limestone are re-

ported at Catorce and near San Luis Potosi. From the latter

locality Nikitin has noted* a fauna resembling that of Mique-
huana, but also containing the California and Russian species

of Aucella and refers the beds to the upper Jurassic. Near
Bustamente these basement beds are metamorphosed into schists

owing to the intense folds of the mountain as seen by JVIcGee

and the writer.

Felix presents strong arguments for the Cretaceous age of

the basement beds, notwithstanding the somewhat Jurassic

facies. The basement Trinity beds of the Texas region are

clearly the Wealden i3hase of the Neocomian and these Mique-
huana beds are this southward continuation and confirm the

fact that the great littoral of the subsiding land in earliest

Cretaceous time advanced from the south northward.
The " Hippurites" limestone is not the top of the Lower Cre-

taceous formation in Mexico, much less the top of the Upper
Cretaceous or the equivalent to the Upper Cretaceous of the

United States as supj)osed by Drs. Felix and Lenk, for in

northern Mexico at various places I have found it overlaid by
the beds of the Washita division of the Comanche Series and
this in turn overlaid by the Upper Cretaceous of Meek and
Hayden. Near Monclova and Santa Rosa in Coahuila the

Washita beds aj)pear as thinner limestone flags and shales

overlying the lower limestones and contain the characteristic

gryphseas and ammonitidse of the division. The beds of this

division cross into Mexico at several places along the Rio
Grande. Opposite Del Rio Texas the Exogyra arietina zone

of the Denison beds of the Washita division extends far into

Mexico. West of El Paso at the international boundary the

beds of the Washita limestone division occur on both sides of

the river, the famous pass of the Rio Grande at that point

being in rocks of the Fredericksburg and Washita division.

The Washita beds here include both the Fort Worth and
Denison subdivisions and are largely developed in the moun-
tains of northern Chihuahua. Gabbf in 1863, before the

stratigraphic identity of the Comanche Series had been made
known, recognized the extension of the Texas Cretaceous into

* Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie. 1890, ii, pp. 273-274.

f Geological Survey of California, vol. ii, Sec. Ill, p. 255.
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Sonora from a collection of fossils made by Remond. The;

fossils are the characteristic fauna of the latest or Washita
division of the Comanche Series and resemble the variations

seen at El Paso and Juarez and throughout the northern lit-

toral of the latest beds of the Comanche Series and belong
neither in the Upper Cretaceous formation nor below the

Caprina (Hippurites) limestone, as Prof. Heilprin indicates in

the paper previously mentioned.
From these data it is evident that the three prominent

stratigraphic divisions of the Comanche Series are recognizable

in Mexico as in Texas and when the whole region is studied

more detailed resemblances of horizons will be discovered.

Age and Homotaxial relations of the Comanche Series in
Mexico and Texas.—The diverse opinions concerning the age
of the Mexican Cretaceous have been indicated. Felix and
Lenk maintain the Neocomian age of the Tehuacan beds and
have little to say concerning the so-called " Hippurites " lime-

stone. Most of the Mexican geologists speak of the Hip-
purites limestone as probably Upper Cretaceous. Prof. Heil-

prin emphatically maintains the Upper Cretaceous age not only

of the Mexican but of all the Texas Cretaceous. This conclu-

sion is based upon the same evidence that caused Dr. Rcemer
to make the same mistake in Texas, to wit : the occurrence
of the alleged "Hippurites" and Nerineas in the limestone,

and Prof. Heilprin's mistaken idea that the writer of this

paper holds that the faunas of the Fredericksburg and Washita
divisions of the Texas section represent the Neocomian in-

stead of the Glen Rose and Trinity beds, with the faunas of

which he (Prof. Heilprin) is evidently unfamiliar inasmuch as

they have not been fully published. The writer has endeav-
ored to reserve his views on the homotaxial relations of the

North American Cretaceous for a future and exhaustive publi-

cation and can say but little concerning them now. In the

first place the genus ISTerinea which Prof. Heilprin and others

consider a characteristic genus of the European Senonian,
ranges in Europe from early Jurassic time to the top of the

Cretaceous, while in America it extends no higher than the

Caprina limestone of the Fredericksburg division of the Lower
Cretaceous, not a single species appearing in the great Upper
Cretaceous or Meek and Hayden section of the United States.

Furthermore this genus has many sub-generic features each
with its peculiar stratigraphic range and all the species de-

scribed from Texas by Rcemer and Conrad and from Mexico
by various writers are of the characteristic early Cretaceous
type. The occurrence of the alleged " Hippurites," however,
prevented Rcemer, Heilprin and others from understanding
the true position of these beds, notwithstanding the testimony
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of the associated faunas. This genus is characteristic of the
Upper Cretaceous of the world, but unfortunately there are

no true Hippurites in the Lower Cretaceous of the United
States while their occurrence in Mexico is not proven. All
the species so-called belong to the lower ranging genera
Sphserulites and Radiolites which in Europe especially in

Portugal* have the identical position they have in the Texas-
Mexican region, i. e. they occur in a narrow zone between
the true Monopleura and Caprina beds of the Neocomian and
the Gault just as it ranges in Texas between the Monopleura
and Caprina beds of the Glen Rose (Neocomian) and the
Washita (Gault) division. Dr. Roemer distinctly states in his

description of " Hippurites " texanus that he is in doubt
whether to refer it to the genus Hippurites or Radiolites, and
from careful studies of abundant material in my collection it

can be seen that the genus is clearly not Hippurites, but has
strong resemblance to the Sphaerulites of Portugal.

Felix and Lenk in their careful presentation of the Tehuacan
or Monopleura beds (Glen Rose beds of my Texas section)

show beyond doubt their Neocomian equivalency, and refrain

from correlation of the "Hippurites" limestone with the beds
of northern Europe.

f

If those who doubt the Neocomian position of the faunas

of basal half of the Comanche Series will compare my un-

published collections in the possession of the Texas Geo-
logical Survey and at my residence in Washington with the

beautiful Cretaceous faunas of Portugal as illustrated by

* The so-called " Hippurites " of the Texan (Comanche) Cretaceous are entirely

different in specific characters from the well known Hippurites of the Upper
Cretaceous of Europe, but are of the genera Sphaerulites and Radiolites of

Lamarck which in Europe begin in the Lower Cretaceous. It is unfortunate that

no systematic study of the biological relations of the American forms has been
attempted None of the aberrant molluscan forms like Monopleura, Requienia,

Plagioptychus, Caprina, Rudistes, and the alleged Hippurites range higher in the
Texan Cretaceous than the Caprina limestone of the Comanche Series and only the
entirely distinct generic form called Radiolites Austinensis type (Roemer) has been
found in the Upper Cretaceous, while no Hippurites especially of the European
type of H. cornu-vaccinum have not been found in America.

f Dr. Roemer, who committed the same error of placing the " Hippurite " bear-

ing Lower Cretaceous of Texas in the Upper Cretaceous of Europe as others who
have visited Mexico are now doing with the Hippurites limestone of that country,

also wrongly concluded that the Monopleura fauna sent him from near Austin was
from the Upper Cretaceous limestone instead of from the Caprina limestone and
Glen Rose beds. See " Ueber eine durch die Haufigkeit Hippuriten Artigen
Chamiden ausgezeicb.net Fauna der Ober Turonienkreide von Texas. Paleon-

tologischen Abhandlungen. IV Band. Heft 4. Berlin, 1887. Reviewed in this

Journal by the writer in vol. xxxvii, 1889, pp. 318-319. Although admitting that

it was different from anything he had known in Europe under the impression that

it came from the Austin chalk, which has Turonian fades, he entitles it a Turonian
fauna and so describes it. In all European paleontological treatises, notably Zittel

and Steinman, these are shown to be characteristic genera of the Neocomian.
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Choffat* they will no longer doubt the homotaxial identity of

the beds but will be astonished at the wonderful and striking

generic identity. The fossil beds of the Washita division or

upper part of the Comanche Series from which Prof. Heilprin

draws his conclusion that there is no Lower Cretaceous in

America are Gault, and not Cenomanian as he alleges, although

Marcou referred them to the Neocomian.f Until the writer's

paleontological data can be published in full it will be difficult

to eradicate the existing erroneous impressions concerning the

North American Cretaceous but he strongly maintains that we
have in this country in the Atlantic sedimentation of both
Cretaceous Series a complete representation of the principal

divisions of the Cretaceous period in Europe, presenting a

remarkable homotaxial resemblance in many of their subdi-

visions, and which, instead of upsetting the canons of paleonto-

logic and stratigraphic laws, as has been maintained, verifies

the great principle that sedimentation and life on both sides

the Atlantic basin presented in Cretaceous times the same
generic resemblances and specific variations that it has in all

time and that it does to-day, and that the American Cretaceous
formations laid down in the open Atlantic waters present far

more intimate resemblances to those of similar deposition in

Europe than they do to those of the Pacific border only a few
miles distant.

It is evident that the Lower Cretaceous or Comanche Series

in Mexico verifies some of the principles already announced
concerning it in our own country, to wit : that the deposits

there are the deeper water sediments of an oceanic border
which had its littoral across the southern end of our own repub-
lic, and that they record the progressive encroachment from the

southward of the sea upon the Pre-Cretaceous (Jurassic) North
American land accompanied by subsidence of the latter. As
shown by the rapid shallowing of the sediments in the Washita
sub-epoch at the close of Comanche time the profound Lower
Cretaceous subsidence reached its culmination during the

Fredericksburg sub-epoch and the northern littoral ferruginous
beds of the Washita division probably marked the northern
border of this Lower Cretaceous or Comanche ocean. This
rapid elevation at the close of the Comanche also explains the
disappearance of the aberrant Chamidse and Rudistse from
sediments of later age in the Comanche series than the

Caprina limestone, while some of the forms continue to the

top of the Gault in Europe.

* Recueil de ^Tonographies Stratigraphiques sur le Systeme Cretacique du Portu-
gal, par Paul Choffat. Lisbon, 1 883.
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Extent and History of the Comanche Sedimentation.

The Lower Cretaceous deposits of Mexico extend from the
Pacific to the Atlantic and clearly show that during the

Comanche sub-period the waters of the two oceans were united
and separated the north and south continents into two islands.

The southern shore line cannot be minutely traced at present

owing to our indistinct knowledge of South American geology,

but there is abundant evidence to show that it covered much
of the western coast of Peru, Chili, Bogota, and the northern
States of South America reaching far into the present area of

Andean uplift against the nucleal Archaean and Paleozoic area

of that continent, as shown by the occurrence of the typical and
peculiar Comanche series, Schlambachia peruvianus, Buchoce-
ras jpedernalis, Oryphcea pitcheri, Exogyra texa?ia, Patellina
(Orbitulina) texana and other forms. The Comanche sedi-

mentation extended into northeastern Brazil where its typical

fauna has been described from Sergipe by Hyatt* but it does

not appear in more southern faunas described by White.
The North American border of this Comanche sedimenta-

tion can be definitely located around the coastward margin of

the old Appalachian region to near Marietta south of central

Indian Territory, but west of this point it can be located

at only widely separated places because of the overlapping of

the Great Plains and basin formations and the disturbances of

the Cordilleran region. In northeastern New Mexico the thin

littoral beds of the Comanche are exposed in the strata of

Tucumcari Mountain and the adjacent Llano Estacado.f

They are next revealed at El Paso where the attenuated and
highly tilted beds again outcrop against the foot of the Organ
and Monument Mountains on both the Mexican and American
sides of the Rio Grande. The most western localities recorded

are Ariviche, and Sahuaripa in Senora from where Gabb de-

scribed its characteristic uppermost or Denison fauna. Except
a locality described on the southern line of Kansas no trace of

the great Comanche sedimentation has been found and every

possible interpretation of the littoral sediments shows that an

adjacent land area must have existed over all the Appalachian
Great Plains and Cordilleran areas north of a line connecting

these points during that epoch, as shown upon the accompany-
ing map.
The central portion of the Mexican plateau where the

Comanche Series attains a thickness of more than twenty

* Mentioned on pages 385-393 of Hart's Geology and Physical Geography of

Brazil.

f See " On the Occurrence of Artesian and other Underground Waters," etc., by
Rob't T. Hill. Pinal Report Artesian and Underflow Investigations. Senate

Doc. 41, 52d Cong., vol. iii, p. 129, Washington, May, 1892 ;
also Third Annual

Report Texas State Geological Survey, pp. 152-154. Austin, Sept., 1892.
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thousand feet was apparently the medial part of the wide
oceanic strip that separated the two American continents in

early Cretaceous times and probably the region of greatest

deposition. This early Cretaceous subsidence and the accom-
panying accumulation of sediments was so great as to almost

obscure the pre- Cretaceous history of the Mexican peninsula

for to-day there are but few places where these limestones,

even though aided by the enormous disturbance, have been
eroded through to the pre-Cretaceous floor

;
yet by and of

these there is enough evidence to show that the Mexican
peninsula had its outline in even earlier geologic time.

The second great event in the history of the Mexican Cre-

taceous was the elevation of the sea-bottom and the return to

land conditions of the region at the close of the Comanche
sub-epoch,—an event most important in the interpretation of

the history of all the American Cordilleran region and one
which has been overlooked owing to the more distinct land
making after the close of the Upper Cretaceous. The evi-

dence of this mid-Cretaceous land is : (1) The unconformable
deposition of the Upper Cretaceous upon the Comanche Series

and consequent discordant overlaps of its western margin.

(2) The entirely different outline of the western littoral of the

Upper Cretaceous deposits of the Atlantic deposition in the

Cordilleran region as shown upon the map, showing that there

had been disturbances of the continental area in the Cordille-

ran region between the intervals of their deposition. (3) The
evidence of an extensive land area during Upper Cretaceous
time throughout the great basin region of Mexico and the

United States, from which was derived the vast accumulation
of Upper Cretaceous littoral plant-bearing sediments along the

eastern margin of this mid-Cretaceous land. The entire dis-

similarity and otherwise inexplicable difference between the
faunas of the Atlantic and the Pacific Upper Cretaceous sedi-

mentation south of the Canadian border indicate a continental

barrier between them in Cretaceous time.

S. F. Emmons* has recognized in the Colorado division of
the Eocky Mountains several areas of what he calls " Jurassic

land " and cotemporary movements. These may have extended
into the early Cretaceous, for the earliest marine datum of

subsidence in that region by which he was able to fix the date

of this land area was the basement littoral of Dakota of the
Upper Cretaceous.

Between the two epochs the ocean over the Texan region
no doubt receded nearly to its present outline as shown by the
area traversed by the Dakota littoral from eastern Texas to

* Orographic movements in the Rocky Mountains, Bull. G-eol. Soc. Am ., vol.

i. pp. 245-286.
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Wyoming, preceding the Upper Cretaceous subsidence which
covered the Great Plains and Rocky Mountain region, while

the heart of the Great Basin and the central part of Mexico
remained above sea level—apparently a continental divide trav-

ersing the heart of the entire central basin region of the Cor-

dilleras from Tehuantepec to the British boundary—and possi-

bly causing the great difference between the marine molluscan
faunas of the Pacific region and the Atlantic during Upper
Cretaceous times. This seldom appreciated and little under-

stood western continental strip represents to the writer a most
important stage in geological history, although but little topo-

graphic trace of it remains, for it was this land that furnished

the vast sediments accumulated along its eastern front in Cre-

taceous and Laramie time which were folded up in the last

grand epoch of Rocky Mountain making.

The data on above map are adapted, after slight modification, from Senor An-
tonio Castillo's excellent Geological Map of Mexico. Mexico, 1889.

The Upper Cretaceous Formation in Mexico.

All writers on the Cretaceous formation in southern and
central Mexico have assumed that the mountain or " Hippur-
ites " limestone was the top of the Cretaceous series of the

country and have seemed unaware of the existence above it in

northern Mexico of the true or Upper Cretaceous formation,
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or Meek and Hayden's series, entirely different in lithological

and paleontological aspects. Dr. C. A. White and the writer

have frequently mentioned this formation in the Rio Grande
region, but no attempt has been made to clearly define its

geographic limitations.

In distinction from the characteristic mountain limestone of

the Lower Cretaceous, the Upper Cretaceous formation in

northern Mexico is characterized by its more shallow deposits

of ferruginous limestones, clays, sands, and lignite all indica-

tive of a more shallow origin than the purer lime beds of the

main part of the lower series. The beds occur in the north-

eastern border States of Chihuahua, Coahuila, and Tamauli-
pas, and are at least 5000 feet thick ; the complicated structure

of the region does not permit the entire section to be measured
in any one locality. The areal development of this formation

is principally along the mountains composing the east front of

the Cordilleran region between Presidio del Norte at the great

bend of the Rio Grande and Tampico and along the margin
of the plains adjoining them on the Atlantic side as shown in

fig. 2. They are upturned in the mountain structure with
the Lower Cretaceous limestones, but owing to their softer

nature they are usually degraded from the summits down to

the level of the plain where they occur as foot hills of the

Sierra de Santa Rosa, Sierra Candella, Sierra Lampazos and
other ranges. It is especially developed in the Rio Grande
embayment between the great Balcones fault of Texas and the

eastern front of the Coahuila Cordilleras. It continues north-

ward in the structure of the Trans-Pecos mountains of Texas
and New Mexico and in the Rocky Mountain system as the

typical Upper Cretaceous and Laramie series of western United
States. Eastward it continues as the Cretaceous and Eocene
Lignitic formations of the southern coastal plain.

The subdivisions of this series, which as a whole is a contin-

uous deposition, are not distinctly differentiated in this south-

western region ; the deposits apparently represent the south-

western littoral of the great interior arm of the Atlantic in Upper
Cretaceous time and do not extend across the Mexican peninsula

to connect with the Pacific as did the Lower Cretaceous waters.

The Dakota horizon has no true representative in the region,

south of the 32nd parallel, but the Benton shales and clays with
the typical Inocerarnus prolAematicxis and Scaphites occur
near Juarez and in El Paso, Texas. The chalky beds of the

Niobrara sub-epoch are also missing and the whole of the Nio-
brara-Pierre of the series is apparently represented by thinner
ferruginous clays and impure limestones marked by a com-
mingling of the characteristic fauna and the Exogyra jponde-

rosa of the Southern States.
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The Eagle Pass beds which White correlated upon good
grounds with the Fox Hills stage have the characteristic aspects

of that formation in northern Coahuila that they have in the
Rocky Mountain region, and imperceptibly grade into the
Laramie phase with its characteristic fauna. The latter, in

GEOLOGIC OUTLINE Of NORTH LAST ERN MEXICO

Shewing .elat.on of Atlantic Coastal Plain. GordiUeran and Great Plains Region

-ITyTl

Topography modified from map by Me^ica/i InternationalRailway

turn, into the Eo-Lignitic beds of the Southern States, the

whole having a unity of littoral lithologic features, thus indi-

cating that the whole of the Upper Cretaceous and basal

Eocene from the Dakota to the Claiborne inclusive, was a con-

tinuous epoch of sedimentation without any serious disturb-
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ance of continuity until towards its close, and deposited at a

marine base level now occupied by the eastern masses of the

Rocky Mountains and eastern Sierra Madre.
None of the geologists—Schott, White, Penrose—or the

writer, who have seen the continuous section of this formation

exposed along the Rio Grande, from the unmistakable Ammo-
nite horizon of the Cretaceous at Eagle Pass to the typical

Cardita planicosta Claiborne Eocene horizon at Laredo,

Mexico, have defined or recognized any distinct break in

the continuity of sedimentation, but on the contrary every
evidence of rapid estuarine or littoral deposition. In the midst

of this section occur the fossiliferous horizons which White*
has determined to be typical Laramie species, identical with
those of the Colorado region. Some of these for instance,

Ostrea Wyomingensis Meek and Anornia micronemia Meek
begin in the Ammonite-bearing Upper Cretaceous of Santa
Rosa and Eagle Pass.

The Montana-Laramie Eocene portion of the formation
occupies the vast synclinal basin of the Rio Grande, east of the

great bend, which I have termed the Rio Grande Embayment,
outcropping beneath the detrital deposits of late Tertiary and
Pleistocene age. This synclinal is the contact of the Great
Plaius, Coastal Plains and Rocky Mountain regions as shown
in fig. 3. The strata at the southern edge of the valley near

Santa Rosa can be seen at the foot of the mountain upturned
apparently conformably with the Comanche limestone which
composes its mass, thus showing that the beds were involved in

the great mountain movement of the east front of the Mexican
Cordilleras. Likewise the strata of the Montana Laramie
division are found across the front ranges of the Cor-

dilleras, as shown upon the map, in the great enclosed intra-

mountain basin between the Sierra Mercado of Monclova and
the Sierra Candella, west of Lampazos, where three thousand
feet of the strata occur in sub-vertical escarpments of hori-

West. -^'^'^F^fssggggs?^^--^ _ Eas t.

Cross section of the Sierra Candella west of Lampazos, Mexico, showing par-

ticipation of Laramie strata in folding of the earlier Cordilleras. A, Intrusive

Diorite. B, Comanche limestone. C, Laramie beds.

zontal or slightly dipping strata (see fig. 2). Around the

edges of this synclinal basin the Laramie strata are again up-
turned as if they once extended over the mountain mass and

*This Journal, vol. xxv, 1883, p. 207.
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contain the typical Laramie fauna of Corbiculidie, Ostrea
wyomingensis, and Anomia micronemia. Still southward,
in another interior valley extending from Paderon—a vil-

lage east of Yenaditos—west to Jornos, the Montana-Laramie
beds form similar foot hills against the interior border of the
main mass of the Saltillo-Parras flank of the Eastern Sierra

Madre.
On the east front of the Sierra Candella near Lampazos are

two vast mesas of this formation

—

Mesa Catahuana and Mesa
Patrias—the original Laramie localities where White first

studied this formation in Mexico. It occurs thence south-

eastward as far as Tampico.
The participation of the strata of the Upper Cretaceous-

Laramie series in the mountain movements of the eastern Cor-
dilleras is further shown to the southward in the great Rincon-
ada passes of the eastern Sierra Madre between Monterey
and Saltillo where thousands of feet of the medial and lower
beds of the series are folded in the mountain structure. The
writer was not able to collect minutely from these beds bnt
found many of the characteristic Inocerami and Exogyra pon-
derosa of the Upper Cretaceous showing the participation of

the medial beds of the Upper Cretaceous in the movement as

well as that of the Laramie.

While there is no doubt that there were some upland bodies

of water upon the western continent during the Upper Cre-

taceous and Laramie epoch, especially during the emergence of

the land in the latter part of the epoch, it can hardly be said

that these sediments are fresh water deposits in the sense that

they were not laid down at marine base level, for there is every

evidence that the larger part of the Laramie and Upper Cre-

taceous deposits along the whole front of the eastern Cordil-

leran region both in the United States and in Mexico were
laid down at marine base level adjacent to the great western
continent that existed over the nucleal Cordilleran region at

that time, and that the idea of one great enclosed Laramie in-

land sea must be abandoned.

*

This Upper Cretaceous Eocene (Laramie) deposit undoubt-
edly represents the last littoral of the Atlantic along the

eastern front of the older Cordilleran region prior to the last

great folding, for none of the Claiborne Eocene fossils such as

occur in the same series of sedimentation above the Laramie

* It is impossible here to discuss the Laramie question at length. Stanton and
Cross in this Journal have both recently shown that several distinct formations

have been confused under this name. In this paper the word is used to describe

those sedimentations that insensibly succeed the last known beds containing

unmistakable Cretaceous fossils and which like them were laid down at marine
base level and containing estuarine, marine and fresh water fossils described by
White and Meek under the name Laramie.
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beds at Nuevo Laredo, are found in the folded mountain struc-

ture, as are those of immediately preceding beds, and it is

probable that the age of the last folding of the Cordil-

leran eastern front can be accurately placed after the close of the

Laramie, during the Eocene in Mexico, as it is in the Rocky
Mountains. The movement no doubt began during the middle
of the Upper Cretaceous, when an elevation of the shore line

is indicated by the shallowing of the sediments, and was accel-

erated until the close of the Laramie, as is indicated in the

enormous accumulation of littoral latest Cretaceous and Lara-

mie sediments along the whole eastern half of the Rocky
Mountain and eastern Sierra Madre region, finally culminating
in the last great folding epoch immediately succeeding the

latter time, thus completing the cycle of subsidence and eleva-

tion that took place between the Comanche, or mid Cretaceous
and the Miocene. The waters of the arm of the Atlantic, or

attenuated Gulf of Mexico receded from the present areas of

the Great Plains for the last time, and the continental outline

of to-day was practically defined.

How different is the land record of the Upper Cretaceous
epoch from that of the Lower Cretaceous. It is true that dur-

ing both periods the eastern margin of the continent again

subsided and the waters of the ocean invaded large land areas

;

but the shore line of this Upper Cretaceous-Laramie was
entirely different in the unstable Cordilleran region from that

of the Comanche epoch. During the latter epoch it was the
southern margin of the continent, or North American island,

that subsided, but in Upper Cretaceous it was the Central or

Great Plains region that went down, a great arm of the sea

having extended inland between the Cordilleran and Appa-
lachian lands, nearly severing our continent into two great
islands, as has been shown by Prof. Dana, and culminated in

the great littoral sedimentation of the Montana-Laramie epoch
along the east front of the narrow land strip of the nucleal
Cordilleran region. Nowhere in Mexico or the United States

were the waters of the two oceans connected, and while the
whole epoch was terminated in Eocene times by the last grand
peripheral folding of the Cordilleras as seen in the Rocky
Mountain front ranges from Montana to Mexico.
The accompanying table shows the sequence of the Creta-

ceous formations of Mexico, and their relations to those of the
United States.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XLV, No. 268.
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